Custom designed therapeutic nightwear

Tribute Night™

MANUFACTURED BY SOLARIS
Customer Service

Customer Service Representatives are available to assist you from 7 AM to 7 PM CST Monday through Friday.

Tel: (855) 892-4140  
Fax: (414) 892-4150  
Email: info@solarismed.com

Solaris  
3880 W Wheelhouse Road  
Milwaukee, WI 53208  USA
Why Choose TributeNight™?

- TributeNight’s individual design maximizes therapeutic results and helps improve quality of life.

- Proprietary microfiber fabric stimulates the lymphatic system by creating localized tissue stretch and pressure differential.

- Help patients reclaim their night by eliminating nightly wrapping, which reduces stress and increases compliance.

- TributeNight™ garments are made in Wisconsin and typically ship in 2 – 3 days.

- Direct fluid to intact lymph nodes or bilateral pathways using vertical or chevron channeling options.

- Machine wash and dry for easy wear and easy care.

- Color options allow patients to personalize their TributeNight™ and add a little color to their night.
**Foot to Ankle - Chevron Style  LE-AB-C**

- Intended for clients with edema and/or tissue fibrosis at the foot and ankle region.
- Heel Assist Loop comes standard.
- Provides enhanced ankle definition.
- Combine with We’a Toe Swell Spots (SP-14) to address tissue fibrosis of individual toes.
- Commonly ordered with LE-BG-C.

**Toes to Knee - Chevron Style  LE-AD-C**

- Chevron style channels from the toes to knee provide bidirectional flow, medial to lateral and distal to proximal.
- Heel Assist Loop comes standard.
- Ideal for clients with edema and/or tissue induration at the foot, ankle, and lower leg, and with ankle skin folds or larger ankle to calf girths.
**Toes to Knee - Vertical Style** LE-AD-V

- Vertical channels from toes to knee provide distal to proximal directional flow.
- Appropriate for clients who have intact lymph nodes but exhibit lymphatic insufficiency, edema, indurated tissue below the knee, or have proportional ankle definition.
- For clients needing extra support, order an Outer Jacket for additional compression.

**Toes to Mid-Thigh - Vertical Style** LE-AF-V

- Appropriate for clients who have intact lymph nodes but lymphatic insufficiency is suspected, as well as edema and indurate tissue as exhibited in primary lymphedema.
- Vertical channels are recommended to direct fluid to the popliteal and inguinal lymph nodes.
Lower Extremity Garments

Toes to Groin - Vertical Style  LE-AG-V

• Ideal for clients with edema and/or tissue induration of the leg (if the popliteal and inguinal nodes have not been damaged/removed).

• Vertical channeling provides distal to proximal gradient compression from the toes to groin.

Toes to Groin - Chevron Style  LE-AG-C

• Chevron channels provide bidirectional flow - medial to lateral and distal to proximal - which follows MLD concepts of directing fluid to the collateral pathways.

• Defined foot and ankle provide enhanced definition and comfort.

• Heel Assist Loop comes standard.

For more information, visit solarismed.com
Lower Quadrant Chap - Chevron Style LE-AJ-C

- Treats the full lower quadrant with bidirectional gradient compression that directs fluid to collateral lymphatic pathways.
- Heel Assist Loop comes standard.
- Defined foot and ankle provide enhanced definition and greater comfort.
- Features a soft, flexible belt that is adjustable for maximum comfort.

Chap & Half Leg - Chevron Style LE-AJ-C & LE-EJ-C

- Appropriate for clients who have full involvement in one quadrant and partial involvement in the contralateral quadrant.
- Please use two leg forms when ordering.
Pants - Chevron Style  LE-BBJ-C

- Recommended for clients with normal flexibility and range of motion (Bilateral chaps are suggested for clients that require easier donning).
- Closely resembles running pants; Midline and lateral zippers are included on this garment.
- Please use two order forms for legs and indicate in the comments section zipper preference (proximal to distal or distal to proximal).

Pants with Foot Coverage - Chevron Style  LE-BAJ-C

- Recommended for clients needing coverage from the toes to waist.
- Special modifications may need to be made depending on the client.
  *If ordering for a client over 250 lbs, please include current weight, mobility limitations and call to discuss options.*
**Outer Jacket LE-OJ**

- Provides additional compression when worn over TributeNight™ garments; will not provide compression when worn alone.
- Choose between hook and loop or snap closure that secures the Outer Jacket approx. one inch below the garment’s top hem.
- Outer Jackets should be replaced every six months to maintain effectiveness; TributeNight™ warranty does not apply.
- OJ shown is LE-OJ-AD in Teal.

**Variable Compression Jacket LE-VCJ**

- Exclusive design is a viable option in the restorative phase of therapy for clients who find multi-layer bandaging difficult.
- Non-latex foam backing prevents migration when worn over TributeNight™ garments. Velcro® receptive fabric is breathable, wicks moisture, and resists binding.
- Therapists adjust the ladder style straps with the limb in neutral position for proper fit. Client uses the zipper on the anterior side for daily donning/doffing.
- Not sold separately; TributeNight™ warranty does not apply. VCJ shown is LE-VCJ-AD.

Questions? Call (855) 892-4140
Lower Extremity Modifications

**Easy-Slide® Donning Aid** MO-EZ

- Reduces friction between garments and skin, extends life of garments, and eases donning.
- Appropriate for use with all styles of open toe and arm garments (will not work when using a We’a Toe Swell Spot or closed toe garments).
- Made from 100% washable nylon.
- Size is based on the client’s measurements.

**Pull-Up Loops** MO-PL

- Low-stretch reinforcement straps assist clients with independent donning and are placed on the lateral and medial sides of the leg unless otherwise noted on the order form.
- Intended to aid clients with limitations in reach or trunk flexion.
- We recommend zipper modifications for clients who tug and pull consistently.
Lower Extremity Modifications

**Zipper - Vertical Style** MO-ZP

- Designed to aid in donning and doffing.
- Zippers on Vertical style garments are placed on the dorsum of the foot (beginning at ankle and ending at top of the garment).
- All zippers are backset to prevent pinching of skin.
- Please indicate in comments section on the order form if you need customized placement.

**Zipper - Chevron Style** MO-ZP

- Designed to aid in donning and doffing.
- Ask client to touch their foot from a seated position to see which side they naturally reach towards and indicate this on the order form. If custom placement is not indicated, zipper will default to medial seam.
- Typically begins at the ankle and ends at mid-thigh in LE-AG-C garments, and begins at the ankle and ends at the knee in LE-AD-C garments.
- All zippers are backset to ensure that skin will not be pinched.

Questions? Call (855) 892-4140
Lower Extremity Modifications

Adjustable Panel  MO-AP

- Flaps are segmented in 10 cm panels to allow for adjustability.
- Exterior fabric is Velcro®-receptive to prevent over-compression.
- Available in black fabric only.

Velcro® Closure  MO-VC

- Velcro® tabs help aid in donning and provide relief from compression on sensitive parts of the limb.
- 10 cm maximum length is suggested.
- Available in black fabric only.

PICTURE COMING SOON

For more information, visit solarismed.com
Non-Skid Foot Pads  MO-SO

- Placed on the heel strike and toe lift-off to help prevent slipping when walking.
- Not intended to replace walking soles for extended use.

- We recommend placing pads only on the Outer Jacket when ordering a TributeNight™ garment and an Outer Jacket to be worn together.

Briefs - Vertical Style  TT-JG

- Provides therapeutic coverage for the abdomen, genitals, and buttocks.
- Specifically designed with an extended waist to cross the transverse plane or watershed from the lower to upper quadrant and to complement manual therapeutic techniques.

- Combine with labia or scrotum Swell Spot (SP-15) for daytime use.
Trunk and Torso Garments

Abdominal Binder - Vertical Style  TT-KH

- Therapist designed to address swelling and tissue induration of the abdomen.
- Velcro®-receptive exterior fabric and hook and loop closures allow for girth fluctuations; comes in black fabric only.
- Darting can be incorporated for clients with rounded abdomens to provide full coverage and tissue support.
- Hook and loop closure comes standard.

Shorts - Chevron / Vertical Style  TT-JF

- Ideal for clients who require bandaging of the lower leg or need coverage of the buttocks and abs.
- Allows for bandaging over the thigh portion; clients also have the option of wearing bike shorts over the top.
- Zipper modification may be ordered for midline seam to ease donning and doffing.
- Available in Chevron or Vertical channels.
**Thoracic Sling Wrap - Vertical Style**  TT-MK

- Asymmetric wrap is left and right specific.
- Provides therapeutic benefits for unilateral chest wall swelling, radiation fibrosis, and scarring.
- Please indicate the cup size of affected breast in the comments section on the order form.

**Bustier - Vertical Style**  TT-LH

- Shoulderless design ideal for women with firm breasts who have had lumpectomies, breast reconstruction, or augmentation.
- Extension of garment to the hips is recommended to cross the watershed at the waist.
- Zipper modification comes standard.
Trunk and Torso Garments

**Upper Torso & Neck - Vertical Style**  TT-NK

- Provides circumferential coverage at the axilla level and addresses radiation fibrosis of the neck and clavicle.
- Refined style for improved comfort and fit.
- Zipper modification and Velcro®-closure modification come standard on this garment.

**Vest - Vertical Style**  TT-MH

- Designed for clients with swelling or tissue fibrosis of the trunk and torso.
- Garment features a front zipper closure and easily adjustable shoulder straps.
- V-neck, Round neck, Scoop neck, or Turtle neck options available; Scoop neck is default option unless otherwise noted on the order form.
**Short Sleeve Shirt**  TT-NH

- Created with Vertical channeling on the torso and Chevron channeling on the sleeves.
- Zipper modification comes standard.
- Sleeve length can be customized for unique client requirements. Please call to speak with a member of the design staff to discuss further options.

**Body Suit - Vertical Style**  TT-MG

- Provides superior truncal coverage while remaining easy to don.
- V-neck, Round neck, Scoop neck, or Turtle neck options available; Scoop neck is default option unless otherwise noted on the order form.
- Detachable arms may be added for full upper body support.
Trunk and Torso / Upper Extremity Garments

Vest & Lower Torso  TT-MH & TT-JG

- Combine TT-MH with TT-JG for full torso coverage.
- Separate garments are easier to care for and provide clients with the option of wearing one or both at any given time depending on their nightly needs.

- V-neck, Round neck, Scoop neck, or Turtle neck options available; Scoop neck is default option unless otherwise noted on the order form.

Glove - Vertical Style  UE-AC-G

- Unique digit pockets and standard Digit Spacers cradle the fingers in comfort and address swelling and fibrosis throughout the hand.
- Designed to allow the thumb to rest in a neutral posture.

For more information, visit solarismed.com
Extended Glove - Vertical Style  UE-AD-G

- Ideal for clients with swelling in the fingers, hand, and wrist.
- Glove can be extended to mid-forearm (UE-AD) or to elbow (UE-AE).

Wrist to Axilla - Chevron Style  UE-CG

- Provides therapy for the wrist, elbow, and upper arm.
- Combine with UE-AC (Glove) for full arm coverage. See page 20.
- Allows clients the flexibility to perform routine activities with ease.
Upper Extremity Garments

**Wrist to Axilla & Glove**  UE-CG & UE-AC-G

- A client favorite that can be worn in combination with arm garment and removed as desired.
- Garments manufactured together to ensure seamless gradient compression.

**MCP to Axilla - Chevron Style**  UE-BG

- Designed for clients needing coverage over the dorsum and palmar surfaces of hand or who prefer to individually wrap their fingers.
- Thumb coverage is optional.
**Fingertips to Axilla - Chevron Style**  UE-AG

- Bidirectional gradient compression from distal to proximal and medial to lateral provided through advanced construction techniques.
- Garment allows for easy digit flexion, neutral posturing of wrist, and over 90 degrees of elbow flexion.

---

**Wrist to Clavicle - Chevron Style**  UE-CI

- Provides shoulder coverage and features an adjustable, Velcro®-receptive, padded chest strap (available in black fabric only).
- Combine with a TributeNight™ Glove for fully involved clients.
Upper Extremity Garments

MCP to Clavicle - Chevron Style  UE-BI

• Fully covers the arm and shoulder cap area while leaving the fingers free.
• Velcro®-receptive, foam-padded strap is available in black fabric only.

Fingertips to Clavicle - Chevron Style  UE-AI

• Fully covers the fingers, arm, and shoulder cap.
• Velcro®-receptive, foam-padded strap is available in black fabric only.
Fingertips to Clavicle & Vest  UE-AI & TT-MH

• Recommended for fully involved clients.
• Garments can be attached with snap or hook and loop closures to allow clients the freedom to wear all or individual pieces.

• V-neck, Round neck, Scoop neck, and Turtle neck options available; Indicate style in the comments section on the order form. Scoop neck is default option if none are chosen.

Outer Jacket  UE-OJ

• Provides additional compression when worn over TributeNight™ garments; will not provide compression when worn alone.
• Choose between a hook and loop (pictured) or Snap-Tape closure that secures the OJ approximately one inch below the garment’s top hem.
• We recommend a replacement every six months to maintain effectiveness; TributeNight™ warranty does not apply.
**Variable Compression Jacket**  UE-VCJ

- Exclusive design is a viable option for clients who find multi-layer bandaging difficult in restorative phase of therapy.
- Non-latex foam backing prevents migration when worn over the TributeNight™ garment.
- Therapist adjusts the lateral straps with the limb in neutral position; Client uses the zipper for donning and doffing.
- Velcro®-receptive fabric is breathable, wicks moisture, resists binding, and comes in black fabric only; VCJs are not covered under warranty.

**Easy-Slide® Donning Aid**  MO-EZ

- Reduces friction between garments and skin which extends life of garments and eases donning.
- Can be used with all styles of open toe and arm garments, except those manufactured with Digit Spacers.
- Made out of 100% washable nylon.
- Size will be selected based on individual measurements.
Pull-Up Loops MO-PL

- Pull-Up Loops are placed on the volar side of garment to assist in independent donning for clients with limitations in reach or trunk flexion; can be placed at other convenient locations per client needs.

- We recommend a zipper modification for clients that tug and pull consistently.

Zipper MO-ZP

- Zipper allows easy access and decreases pulling on garment during donning.

- Typically placed between the thenar eminence and mid-bicep on AG and BG garments but can be customized to fit unique client needs.

- All zippers are backset to protect your client’s skin.
Upper Extremity Modifications

**Custom Zipper**  MO-CU

- Custom made for clients with brachio-plexus injuries and minimal to absent muscle strength.
- Zipper is placed on the top of the arm and is fully opened to PIPs; hook and loop tabs help close and pull zipper together for single-handed donning.

**Velcro® Closure**  MO-VC

- Velcro® tabs help aid in donning and provide relief from compression on sensitive parts of the limb.
- 10 cm maximum length is suggested.
- Available in black fabric only.
**Adjustable Panel**  MO-AP

- Flaps are segmented to allow for adjustability in 10 cm panels.
- Exterior fabric is Velcro®-receptive to prevent over-compression.
- Available in black fabric only.

**Digit Spacers**  MO-DS

- Proprietary Digit Spacers cradle fingers in comfort and address finger swelling and tissue induration.
- Spacers can be placed in TributeNight™ garments beginning at fingertips or DIPs.
Mandibular Unit  FN-MA

- Provides coverage for neck and lower half of face; Lip and Nose Bridge can be requested to give greater coverage to the cheeks and upper lip.
- Adjustable straps are located at the back of the neck and crown of the head.
- Exterior fabric is Velcro®-receptive and comes in black fabric only.
- Can be modified to have soft, snap opening at neck for trachea tubes.

Mandibular & Orbital Unit with Lip Bridge  FN-MA & FN-OR

- Combine Mandibular unit, Lip Bridge, and Orbital unit to provide full facial coverage; each unit can be worn separately or together.
- Ideal solution for clients with claustrophobia.
- Exterior fabric is Velcro®-receptive and comes in black fabric only.
Cervical Collar  FN-CC

- This was created for clients who have thickened tissue due to radiation and/or post-surgical scarring; the collar is designed to fit contours of the neck.
- Velcro®-receptive fabric comes in black fabric only; standard hook and loop closure makes donning easy.

Orbital Unit  FN-OR

- Orbital unit provides relief for swelling around the eyes and eye lids.
- Garment is able to be fitted with a thermoplastic mold.
- Velcro®-receptive fabric comes in black fabric only; the standard hook and loop closure makes donning easy.
**Care Instructions**

**Washing**
- Machine wash in warm water with other laundry items.
- Do not use bleach or fabric softener.
- Take extra care if the garment has Velcro® and ensure it is fastened securely prior to washing.

**Drying**
- Dry on permanent press with other laundry items or clean tennis balls.
- Drying time may be shortened by pressing out excess water with a towel prior to drying.
- Do not iron. Do not use bleach or fabric softener.

**Indications**
- To maintain reduced fluid volume and shape of upper and lower extremity limbs
- Management of lymphedema
- Help soften indurate tissue
- Help improve circulation

**Contraindications**
- Arterial Insufficiency or degeneration
- Deep Vein Thrombosis
- Untreated congestive heart failure
- Untreated localized or systemic infection
- Untreated cancer
- Absent or severely impaired sensation
- Severe cognitive impairment
- Stop use if rash, numbness, or skin color change occurs

**Materials**

*Not* made with natural rubber latex.

Please call (855) 892-4140 or email info@solarismed.com for complete material contents.
How to Order

Solaris places a high importance on providing products exclusively through medical professionals. For a complete list of retail locations in your area, visit solarismed.com/where-to-buy

Please note that since TributeNight™ garments are custom made, they are non-returnable.

If your facility provides durable medical equipment, call or e-mail to set up an account. Solaris Customer Service Representatives are available to assist you from 7 AM until 7 PM Central, Monday through Friday.

Warranties

One-Year Warranty
Each custom TributeNight™ garment is backed by an industry leading one year warranty. Garments are guaranteed to be free of manufacturing or material defect for one full year from the manufacturer’s ship date. If the garment is found to be defective, Solaris will provide the necessary adjustments at no cost.

Sure-Fit Guarantee™
Every client deserves a great fitting garment. Solaris is proud to provide customers with an exclusive Sure-Fit Guarantee™. If the TributeNight™ does not fit as desired within two weeks of shipment, Solaris will alter or remake the garment free of charge.

Policies

Alterations
Girth reductions are common when utilizing TributeNight™ garments. To better serve you, Solaris offers one free alteration to decrease the custom garment’s size. Unfortunately, TributeNight™ products cannot be enlarged. Additional alterations may also be performed on warranted TributeNight™ garments. Please contact us for more information.

Tiny Tributes™
Solaris has developed a special pricing policy for patients 13 years of age and younger. A customer may be eligible to receive one free or discounted garment per year based on the age at the time of purchase. Please call or e-mail for full details about this policy.
Solaris
3880 W Wheelhouse Road
Milwaukee, WI 53208   USA

Tel: (855) 892-4140
Fax: (414) 892-4150
Email: info@solarismed.com
Web: solarismed.com